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Message from the Guest Editor

As a consequence of increasing systematic knowledge, the
scientific names of plants o en change. While since about
15 years ago family-level circumscriptions became stable,
species are o en recombined under different genera or
synonymized with others. This is perceived by taxonomy
users, either in the scientific community or in wider society,
as a relevant and o en not understood problem. In
general, and still today, it is much easier to describe a new
species than to definitely prove that it is not worthy of
recognition on systematic grounds. This is resulting in
worldwide taxonomic inflation, which is also causing
inconsistencies in conservation biology. This problem
could be superseded only by adopting extreme caution
before describing new taxa and, above all, by adopting
integrated approaches to taxonomy. Finally, another topic
which is becoming more and more important, related to
floristics, concerns the free availability of verified and
reliable primary biodiversity data. 

We propose in this Special Issue to highlight the state of
the art of current taxonomic and systematic research as
well as its fundamental contribution to plant science and
biology in general.
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Message from the Editorial Board

A major strength of biological science is the diversity of
approaches that biological scientists apply to their
research problems. Biology reflects this diversity and brings
together studies employing the varied experimental and
theoretical approaches that are fueling biological
discovery. Biology, the journal, is a fully peer-reviewed
publication with a rapid and economical route to open
access publication and is listed on PubMed. All articles are
peer-reviewed and the editorial focus is on determining
that the work is scientifically sound rather than trying to
predict its future impact.
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